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Without Cares Because it is All-Inclusive 
 

How's your French?  If you are one of the travel agents I visit in Quebec, probably not too bad.  Sans Souci, as 

you may know, is a French term.  It means "Without Cares", but I say it means "Without Cares Because It is All-

Inclusive."   

 

Probably two of the most over-used words in the travel industry are "all" and "inclusive".  It seems that nearly 

every resort with a palm tree on its property claims to be or has a package that is all inclusive.  Moreover, as 

any seasoned travel agent knows, the term all-inclusive is a relatively nebulous description.  For every hotel 

with an "all-inclusive" package, there seems to be a different definition.  I've even heard cruise lines professing 

their version of an all-inclusive voyage. Unfortunately, these vessels still tend to fall short of the mark. 

 

Sans Souci, as both a resort and spa, can put together a truly unmatched all-inclusive offering.  First off, 

understand that Sans Souci Resort & Spa is strictly all inclusive.  It is not an afterthought or secondary program 

that they threw to the marketplace just to see if it would catch.  As a result, the entire staff, management, and 

physical plant are structured and designed to pamper your clients. 

 

All-inclusive accommodations 
 

As an all-inclusive resort, everything is taken care of in your clients' overall package.  This includes all meals, 

snacks (together with the mini-bar), premium brand cocktails and beverages, unlimited use of sports facilities, 

including equipment rental and instruction, basic spa services, recreational activities, hotel taxes and airport 

transfers with no tipping allowed. No hidden surprises.  

 

Including all meals and beverages 
 

Wining and dining at any one of Sans Souci's three highly acclaimed restaurants or five uniquely exotic bars is 

included in the rate of your clients' stay. Moreover, if they'd prefer to enjoy cocktails or an intimate meal in 

the privacy of their suite, Sans Souci's 24-hour In-Suite dining is also included.  

 

Complimentary spa package 
 

A complimentary Spa package is included in a Sans Souci Resort & Spa vacation (with a minimum four-night 

stay). This includes your clients' choice of a single 55-minute treatment or two 25-minute treatments at the 

Spa and two treatments at the beauty salon.  



Guests may choose their Spa treatments from the following: 

 

� A Swedish Massage - Taken indoors or in one of the three cliff-side gazebos overlooking the sea, it 

relaxes the muscles through major pressure points and the applications of aromatic oils.  

 

� An Exfoliating Body Scrub - This helps renew the body from neck to toe, cleansing deep impurities and 

polishing the skin. (Please note that Body Scrubs are a nude treatment)  

 

� A Refreshing Facial - Facials release toxins through massage, steaming and an exfoliating mask, leaving 

the skin supple and renewed.  

 

� Reflexology - This treatment cleanses the internal organs of accumulated gasses, toxins, and wastes by 

working pressure points on the feet.  

 

� Also, guests can enjoy a complimentary European manicure and pedicure, with soothing hand and foot 

massage.  

  

The complete spa package is guaranteed for guests who book stays of four or more nights. Of course, persons 

who book shorter stays can still receive complimentary treatments, but they will be based on availability. All 

treatments are non-transferable. 

 

That is all inclusive Sans Souci Style.  So, take a deep breath, say, "Wow!" and call your favorite Sans Souci 

Resort & Spa tour operator or the resort directly now! 
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